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1 About This Document

Two pads (S307 and P413) are being planned to be moved in addition to the previous movement
approved in 2009-02 (W201, 203, 204, 205, 206, and 207) and 2009-05 (W202, S307, and P409).
The distance to move is 143 m (S307) and 1624 m (P413). The relocation of S307 affects the
configurations O-24 to O-28, while that of P413 affects only O-28. Here we show how much the
dirty beams with the O-28 configuration change, using the simulation task (simdata) of CASA.

2 Pad Locations, Baseline Length, and Snapshot u-v Cov-
erage

The pad locations, distribution of baseline length, and snapshot u-v coverage of the original and
new O-28 configurations are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively (hereafter the “original
configuration” means the one before the 2009-02 movement).
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Figure 1: X-Y distribution of the pads that consist the original/new O-28 configurations.
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Figure 2: Distribution of baseline length of the original/new O-28 configurations.

Frequency 350 GHz
Hour Angle 0
Declination −20◦, −50◦, −80◦

Integration 10 s
Configuration O-28

Table 1: Parameters of the snapshot simulation runs.

3 Simulation Runs of Snapshot Observations

The simulation was done using the simdata task of CASA Release 2.4.0 (build #8115). Fields
were chosen to be at δ = −20◦, −50◦, and −80◦ in transit (elevation angle of 87◦, 63◦, and
33◦, respectively), and dirty beams produced with snapshot observations were calculated. The
parameters are summarized in Table 1 and an example set of parameters of the task is shown
below. The heights (Z) of the relocated pads had been assumed to be unchanged.

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------
CASA <8>: inp(simdata)
# simdata :: mosaic simulation task:
modelimage = ’pollux.im’ # input image name
ignorecoord = True # scale model coordinates to output

# parameters
inbright = ’unchanged’ # set peak surface brightness in

# Jy/pixel or "unchanged"
complist = ’’ # componentlist table to observe
antennalist = ’configs/almaconfig.out28r4’ # antenna position file
checkinputs = ’no’ # graphically verify parameters

# [yes|no|only]
project = ’28r4_dec-50_freq348’ # root for output files
refdate = ’2012/05/21/22:05:00’ # center time/date of observation

# *see help
totaltime = ’10s’ # total time of observation
integration = ’10s’ # integration (sampling) time
startfreq = ’348GHz’ # frequency of first channel
chanwidth = ’8.000000GHz’ # channel width
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Figure 3: Snapshot u-v coverage ofthe original/new O-28 configurations.

nchan = 1 # number of channels
direction = [’J2000 19h00m00 -50d00m00.0’] # mosaic center, or list

# of pointings
pointingspacing = ’1arcmin’ # spacing in between beams in mosaic
relmargin = 1.0 # space btw. pointings and edge,

# relative to pointingspacing
cell = ’0.001arcsec’ # output cell/pixel size
imsize = [512, 512] # output image size in pixels (x,y)
niter = 200 # maximum number of iterations
threshold = ’0.0mJy’ # flux level (+units) to stop cleaning
psfmode = ’clark’ # method of PSF calculation to use

# during minor cycles
weighting = ’briggs’ # weighting to apply to visibilities

robust = 0.0 # briggs robustness parameter
npixels = 0 # number of pixels to determine uv-cell

# size 0=> field of view

uvtaper = False # apply additional uv tapering of
# visibilities.

stokes = ’’ # Stokes params to image
noise_thermal = False # add thermal noise
fidelity = True # Calculate fidelity images
display = True # Plot simulation result images,figures
verbose = False
async = False # If true the taskname must be started

# using simdata(...)
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Original New
Config. Declination Main Beam Sidelobe min/max Main Beam Sidelobe min/max

ID δ [◦] θmaj [′′] × θmin [′′] Bmin Bmax θmaj [′′] × θmin [′′] Bmin Bmax

O-28 −20 0.0112 × 0.0107 −0.1017 0.1732 0.0111 × 0.0109 −0.0965 0.1740
O-28 −50 0.0119 × 0.0111 −0.1030 0.1674 0.0122 × 0.0109 −0.1026 0.1777
O-28 −80 0.0191 × 0.0105 −0.1066 0.1817 0.0196 × 0.0105 −0.1143 0.1790

Table 2: Properties of the dirty beam for each simulation run.

Frequency 350 GHz
Hour Angle −2 to +2 h
Declination −50◦

Integration 4 h
Configuration O-28

Table 3: Parameters of the tracking simulation runs.

Figure 4 shows the calculated dirty beams, and Figure 5 shows the difference of dirty beams
between the new and the original configurations.

Here we characterize the properties of dirty beams by the size of the main beam and the levels
of sidelobes. Table 2 shows the main beam size (major axis × minor axis) θmaj×θmin, the minimum
(most negative) value in the sidelobe Bmin, and the maximum positive value in the sidelobe Bmax.
The sidelobe levels have been normalized so that the peak of the main beam becomes unity. When
we measured the maximum of the sidelobe, we masked the central 3θmaj × 3θmaj square region in
order to exclude the main beam.

4 Simulation Runs of Tracking Observations

We made simulation runs of tracking observations for an object at δ = −50◦. The duration of the
track was set to 4 hours, centered at the transit (other parameters are the same as those for the
snapshot simulation: see Table 3).

Figures 6 and 7 display the calculated dirty beams, and their difference. The properties of
the dirty beams are summarized in Table 4. The major axis of the beam (almost aligned with
N-S direction) of the new configuration is a few percent longer than that of the old configuration,
because the relocation of P413 reduces the N-S baseline (Fig. 3).

Original New
Config. Declination Main Beam Sidelobe min/max Main Beam Sidelobe min/max

ID δ [◦] θmaj [′′] × θmin [′′] Bmin Bmax θmaj [′′] × θmin [′′] Bmin Bmax

O-28 −50 0.0101 × 0.0096 −0.1164 0.0733 0.0104 × 0.0095 −0.1240 0.0693

Table 4: Properties of the dirty beam for each tracking simulation run.
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Figure 4: Dirty beam shapes for the original (left) and the new (right) O-28 configuration of objects
at δ = −20◦, −50◦, and −80◦ (top to bottom) obtained with snapshot observations. Normalized so
that the peak value becomes unity. Color coding is common for all panels: black (−0.12) to white
(1).
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Figure 5: Difference of dirty beams (new ones minus original ones) for objects at δ = −20◦, −50◦,
and −80◦ (top to bottom). Color coding is common for all panels: black (−0.06) to white (0.06).
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Figure 6: Dirty beam shapes obtained with the tracking simulation runs for the original (left) and
new (right) O-28 configurations. Normalized so that the peak value becomes unity. Color coding
is common for both panels: black (−0.12) to white (1).

Figure 7: Difference of dirty beams (new one minus original one) for the tracking simulation. Black
is for −0.03, white is for 0.03.
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